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CHS Spring Showcase 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy  

 
 A great trend in education over the last years is providing an opportunity for 
students to demonstrate their learning. Whether the venue is a parent evening or a 
more festive setting, the idea is to open the school, figuratively, so parents and 
community members can see what students are learning and how learning is being 
applied.  
 Not long ago Clovis High School held their annual Spring Showcase across their 
campus – indoors and outdoors - as a celebration of their students and what they have 
accomplished this year. 
  It takes a considerable amount of work outside school hours to put on such an 
event; teachers spearheading the activities were: Doug Everhart, Lisa Jo McCasland, 
Jennifer Kelley, Stephanie Smedley, Darrell Davis, and Drew Hatley. All departments, 
however, joined in, contributing their own expertise. 
 The English Department displayed a wide range of student work. The Science 
Department contributed a variety of exhibitions representing earth science, biology and 
chemistry topics. Social Studies held mock primary elections for the state of New 
Mexico, where students and parents could vote. Government classes also held a mock 
trial to demonstrate processes of the legal system. 
 The Special Education department displayed students’ science projects. The 
school nurse checked vital signs of those interested and provided shot records to 
students who needed them.  
 French classes held trivia games about famous people, colors, numbers as well 
as displaying student art and projects. A calligraphy display demonstrated writing 
names in Japanese as well as showing origami designs. Technology had a walk-
through gallery of projects that students had completed. ROTC classes conducted a 
drone presentation, executed drill demonstrations, had push-up contests and a 
POW/MIA table on display. Theater did “improv;” cheer and dance teams performed, as 
did band and choir; and Art displayed student work. 
 Family and Consumer Sciences’ classes displayed cakes and cookies and 
dishes prepared in classes as well as demonstrating cookie decorating and 
cutting/slicing techniques. Cookie samples were available as well as those for purchase. 
In the Clothing classes, varied projects were displayed: garments, makeover designs, 
and accessories students had designed and created.  
 CHS was clearly the place to be on Spring Showcase evening. 
 Carl Jung noted: “One looks back with appreciation to the brilliant teachers, but 
with gratitude to those who touched our human feelings. The curriculum is so much 
necessary raw material, but warmth is the vital element for the growing plant and for the 
soul of the child.”  
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